
DUST 1947 2016 EUROPEAN MASTERS

Summer in Babylon, Winter in Zverograd!

In 1947 the resources are scarce all over the planet. The three Blocs fight without mercy for

every scrap they can find.

This year during the European Masters, Players will have to compete during four games on

Saturday and two on Sunday (six total at least for every Player). The two Players with the best

results will fight in the Final game on Sunday afternoon.

The two scenarios are identical:

- games last 6 turns

- there are four objectives on each map

- at the end of each turn, a player who controls an objective scores 1 Strategic Point

- the player who scored more Strategic Points wins the game

- each player calculates Victory Points at the end of the game by adding the Army Point of all

the enemy Units destroyed. Victory Points will serve as a tie-break if both Players have the

same number of Strategic Points.

Note:  if  a  Player's  army  is  wiped  out  before  the  end  of  the  sixth  turn,  the  other  Player

continues to play the remaining turns and scores on the Objectives he controls until the end of

the game.

At the end of the sixth game, the two Players with the most Strategic Points will go into the

Final game. Again, Victory Points will be used if there are more than two Players with the

same number of Strategic Points.

UNIT LIMITS

While Dust 1947 encourages you to play the Units you like best in the way that suits you,

during a Tournament there are a few specifications that prevent unbalanced games that could

ruin anyone's fun. Like in a regular game, a Hero is unique so there can only be one specific

Hero  in  an  Army.  Other  Infantry  Units,  with  Infantry  Armor  ranging from 1 to  4,  can  be

selected as many times as the Players wishes.

There's  a  limit  for  Vehicles  however  (Ground  or  Aircraft):  there  can't  be  more  than  two

identical  vehicles  in  a  Tournament  Army.  Light  Vehicles  are  an  exception:  they  are  very

common in battle and as such can be fielded as many times as the Player wishes.



SUMMER IN BABYLON

Scenario's notes:

- the ruin in the middle can only be entered by Infantry Units. They get Cover while inside.

- small ruins in the North and South can be entered by Infantry and Vehicles that occupy one

square. Both these types of Units get Cover while inside.

- Objectives are marked with the four weapons crates. All four Objectives provide Cover for all

Ground Units.

- Palm Trees can be entered by any Unit, provide Cover and can't be destroyed.

- no extra Ammo Crates or Tank Traps are available for this Scenario.

PS: the Palm Trees are not there yet at the time this picture was taken... These Pine Trees will

be replaced for the event ;)



WINTER IN BABYLON

- Buildings can only be entered by Infantry Units, they follow the usual Dust 1947 rules. They

don't have a roof (they are in ruins).

- Objectives are marked with the four weapons crates. All four Objectives provide Cover for all

Ground Units.

- Pine Trees can be entered by any Unit, provide Cover and can't be destroyed.

- no extra Ammo Crates or Tank Traps are available for this Scenario.


